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The interaction between

THE LAW OF THE SEA
AND EU LAW
is an area of increasing importance, which has
nonetheless so far attracted too little attention.
The role of the EU with regard to the rights and duties implied in
the use of world’s oceans is worth an ad hoc scrutiny not only in
the light of the enhanced presence of the EU in the international
arena but also because of a strategic interest that the EU has
developed in recent years.
Both the EU and its Member States are parties to the 1982 United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea on the basis of the
principle of attributed powers. The recent practice, however, has
shown that uncertainties if not outright clashes may indeed arise.
Several contentious cases have been brought to attention of the
Court of Justice of the EU either by way of infringement
proceedings or because of alleged inconsistencies between EU
law and international maritime treaties to which the Member
States themselves are contracting parties.
All of the above... and more is at the heart of the Summer School
on European Union and the Law of the Sea, to be held for three
consecutive years (2015-2017) alternatively in Italy and Germany.

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE
PROF. AVV. LORENZO SCHIANO DI PEPE, LL.M. CO-ORDINATOR
Università degli Studi di Genova and Studio Legale Afferni Crispo & C., Genova
PROF. DR. ANDREE KIRCHNER, LL.M.
University of Applied Sciences of Bremerhaven and Institute for the Law of the
Sea and International Marine Environmental Law (ISRIM), Bremen
PROF. DR. IRIS KIRCHNER-FREIS, LL.M.Eur.
University of Bremen and Institute for the Law of the Sea and International
Marine Environmental Law (ISRIM), Bremen

VENUE
22-25 and 29 August: House of Science Bremen, Sandstr. 4/5,
28195 Bremen
30 August–1 September: Chamber of Commerce Bremen, Haus
"Schütting", Am Markt 13, 28195 Bremen
26 August and 2 September will be devoted to ﬁeld trips

To know more on:
• practical information
• travel and accommodation
• the scientiﬁc committee and the teaching staff
• outline programme
• and how to apply

visit our website

www.eu-los.eu
In addition, you can ﬁnd us on:
twitter.com/EuLosSchool

facebook.com/EuLoS.Summer.School

and you can get in touch directly at summerschool@eu-los.eu

